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I Am From … 
A Positive Youth Development classroom example 

By JT (Jerry) Fest 
 

Do we understand the events that make us who we are? 
~ Douglas Coupland 

 
 
I have a friend who teaches third grade in Santa Monica. She recently gave an assignment to her new class. It’s a writing 
exercise that she was using to help the group get to know each other. The exercise is called “I Am From …” 
 
With “I Am From,” instead of saying who you are, you say what you are. Rather than “my name is” or “I do this,” you say 
“I am from …” and then state something that you experience, something that contributes to who you are. For example, I 
might say “I am from hiking in the woods” to let people know about that side of me. 
 
This “I Am From …” was going well, as all of the students were working on the assignment dutifully. My friend walked 
around the classroom, one-by-one looking over the student’s work. She eventually came to the desk of one 8 year old 
boy who presented a challenge. His assignment read; “I am from cow poop.” 
 
My friend knew that this boy didn’t live on a farm or anything like that; he was just being, well … an 8 year old boy. The 
question was not, why was he writing about cow poop; the question was how my friend, as his teacher, was going to 
respond. She could have, like some teachers do, reacted to his behavior. She could have told him that he was doing the 
assignment wrong, or she could have chastised him to take his work more seriously, or told him to stop being such a 
little butt. But my friend is a better teacher than that. Instead of reacting, she responded with: 
 

“I just want you to know that we’re going to be displaying these and everyone will get to read each other’s work. This is how we are 
going to introduce ourselves to each other. Why don’t you read it over and make certain that it really describes how you want people 
to see you.” 

 
She then went on to look at other student’s progress. 
 
Instead of a reaction to negative behavior, my friend responded with Youth Development Protective Factors. She enhanced her 
relationship with him by refusing to get into an adversarial or authoritarian position. She demonstrated high expectations 
by giving him information and letting him make an informed choice. And she allowed for meaningful participation by 
trusting in the choice he would make. 
 
In every interaction we have with young people -- or any people, for that matter -- we can either react to the input we 
receive, or respond consistent with the message that we wish to send. The mark of a professional is to be able to always 
respond regardless of how we react. 
 
Of course, the bottom line for youth work is; does this approach work? You be the judge. When the boy turned in his 
finished assignment for display, he had changed it to; “I am from rubbing my puppy’s belly.” 
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